We describe a free spinor field on a noncommutative sphere starting from a canonical realization of the algebra U(u(2|1)) and a sequence of su(2)-invariant embeddings of su(2) representations. The gauge extension of the model -the Schwinger model on a noncommutative sphere is defined and the model is quantized. Due to the noncommutativity of the sphere, the model contains only a finite number of modes, and consequently is non-perturbatively UV-regular. The fermionic determinants and the effective actions are calculated. The origin of chiral anomaly is clarified. In the commutative limit standard formulas are recovered.
Introduction
The basic notions of the noncommutative geometry were developed in [1] , [2] , [3] , and in the form of the matrix geometry in [4] , [5] . The essence of this approach consists in reformulating first the geometry in terms of commutative algebras and modules of smooth functions, and then generalizing them to their noncommutative analogs. The notion of the space as a continuum of points is lost, and this is expected to lead to an UV-regular quantum field theory.
One of the simplest models for a noncommutative manifold is the noncommutative (fuzzy) sphere. It was introduced by many authors using various techniques, [6] , [7] , [8] , [9] . In general, these are related to finite dimensional representations of the SU (2) group. Thus, the models in question are basically matrix models. Quantum field theoretical models with a self-interacting scalar fields on a truncated sphere were described in [10] , [11] . Since, the fields posses only finite number of modes the models are UV-regular.
The basic ingredient of the noncommutative geometry developed in [1] , [2] is the spectral triple (A, D, H), together with a chirality operator (grading Γ) and a charge conjugation (antilinear isometry J ). Besides a noncommutative algebra A, the spectral consists of a Dirac operator D acting in the Hilbert space of spinor fields H. The free spinor fields on a noncommutative sphere in the spirit of noncommutative geometry were introduced in [11] and [12] in the framework of supersymmetric approach. The spectrum of the free Dirac operator was found identical but truncated to the standard one on a commutative sphere.
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Our aim is to demonstrate, that the axioms of the noncommutative geometry can be implemented to a nontrivial field theoretical model. The model we wish to describe is the noncommutative analog of the Schwinger model on a sphere. The commutative quantum version was analyzed in detail in [14] .
Its noncommutative matrix version was proposed in [15] , an approach going behind matrix models was sketched in [16] . Recently a systematic classical noncommutative formulation was found in [17] , where a differential calculus on a supersphere in the commutative and noncommutative cases is described in detail. Gauge models (for topologically trivial field configurations) are described in both commutative and noncommutative versions.
Here we shall first modify the supersymmetric descpription of topologically nontrivial spinor field configurations on a noncommutative sphere found in [11] . Instead of using in the formulation of the model finite dimensional representations of the superalgebra osp(2|1) (thus working in fact within the matrix model approach), we shall start from an infinite dimensional canonical realization of the enveloping algebra U(u(2|1)). We introduce linear su(2)-invariant embeddings of various sequences of finite dimensional representations of the even su(2) subalgebra (similar embeddings are important within a general approach to the quantization of vector bundles proposed in [18] ; this is natural since, our interpretation of fields on a nocommutative sphere is technically close to the mentioned quantization). Only the evaluation of the action is performed within particular finite dimensional representations.
A free Dirac operator is introduced and the model is gauged. After specification of the gauge degrees of freedom the model is quantized. The resulting model is well defined nonperturbatively and UV-regular. This allows an exact analysis of various non-perturbative objects like fermionic determinants and effective actions. The non-perturbative origin of chiral symmetry breaking is clarified. In the commutative limit the standard formulas are reproduced (see e.g. [14] ).
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we describe the free spinor field on a noncommutative sphere within the u(2|1) supersymmetric formalism and we discuss linear embeddings of finite dimensional representations of the even su(2) subalgebra. In Section 3 we introduce gauge degrees of freedom, and we present a field action for noncommutative Schwinger model.
In Section 4 we quantize nonperturbatively the model, and then we calculate fermionic determinants and effective field actions. Last Section 5 contains concluding remarks.
Free spinor field
First we summarize the commutative version of the model in question in the SU (2)-invariant supersymmetric formulation (see [14] for SU (2)-invariant formalism, and [11] , [12] , [17] for its supersymmetric reformulation). In this approach the fields are functions of two pairs χ α , χ * α , α = 1, 2, of complex variables and of one anticommuting (Grassmannian) pair a, a * :
where n = (n 1 , n 2 ) is a two component index and µ, ν = 0, 1 (we are using a multiindex notations: χ n = χ n 1 , χ n 2 , |n| = n 1 + n 2 , n! = n 1 !n 2 !, etc.). The space sH k of fields with a topological winding number 2k is defined as the 3 space of fields (1) with 2k = |n| − |m| + µ − ν fixed. Any field from sH k can be expanded as
where γ = a * a−aa
and g ∈ H k− 1 2
. Here H k denotes the subspace of fields from sH k with µ = ν = 0.
The subspace of odd elements from sH k is identified with the space S k of spinor fields with a given topological winding number 2k, i.e. any field from S k can be expanded as
where f ∈ H k+ . The chirality operator Γ in S k is given as Γ = P + − P − , where P ± are projectors S k → S ± k given by:
The chirality operator takes in S ± k the value ±1. The charge conjugation J is defined as follows
Obviously, J : S k → S −k , and
In the superspace C 2|1 we have a natural action of the superalgebra u(2|1)
written in a (2|1)-block diagonal form. In the space C 2|1 a super-Poisson bracket algebra can be introduced by postulating elementary bracket rela-
(with all other elementary brackets vanishing). The u(2|1) superalgebra is then realized in terms of super-Poisson brackets by choosing its basis in the following way:
The operators x i , b are even generators and v α ,v α the odd ones of the superalgebra su(2|1); r is the central element extending it to the u(2|1) superalgebra.
The u(2|1) superalgebra is realized in the space of sH k as the adjoint Poisson-bracket superalgebra {X i , B, V α ,V α , R}:
Obviously, the space sH k is an invariant space with respect to (11) . This action can be extended to the superalgebra B = U(u(2|1)) = B 0 ⊕ B 1 (the 5 enveloping algebra of the superalgebra U(u(2|1)). Since the function r = χ + χ + a * a is an invariant function with respect to this action, all functions (fields) Φ can be factorized by the relation r = const.
The spinor space S k is invariant with respect to the action of the even Poisson bracket subalgebra corresponding to A := B 0 . The free Dirac operator is an operator in S k which has the following form in terms of u(2|1)
We stress that this Dirac operator already contains a topological gauge field term (the k-monopole magnetic field). Similarly, the chirality operator can be expressed as
The chirality operator anticommutes with the Dirac operator:
i.e. the Dirac operator is a chiral odd operator mapping S ± k → S ∓ k . The free spinor field action is defined by
Now we shall describe a noncommutative version of the free spinor model.
We shall go beyond matrix models starting from the infinite dimensional superalgebra B = U(u(2|1)) = B 0 ⊕ B 1 and its even subalgebra A := B 0 .
Only the evaluation of the action will be performed at some finite level.
We shall work within the canonical πB realization of the superalgebra B:
we insert graded commuting variables a, a * , χ α , χ and creation operators satisfying graded commutation relations
(all other elementary commutators vanish). They act in the Fock (super)-
possesses a natural grading with respect to the fermion occupation number ν (in eq. (16) 
is the carrier space of the unitary irreducible representation π N of u(2|1) superalgebra. We shall use the notation F N = sF 0 N . We define the space sH k of superfields with the winding number 2k as the set of operators in the Fock space of the form (1) with 2k = |n| − |m| + µ − ν fixed. Obviously, Φ ∈ sH k maps any space sF N into the space sF M , M = N + 2k. The u(2|1) superalgebra is realized in sH k as the adjoint graded commutator superalgebra (10) . Any superfield from sH k can be expressed as in (2) with coefficients from H k (however now expressed in terms of anihilation and creation operators).
By restricting the action of superfields Φ ∈ sH k from sF to sF N we obtain a space of mappings sF N → sF M , M = N + 2k. We shall denote them by 
where V Jj k denotes a SU (2) representation space corresponding to a spin j. For each J and k we constructed in Appendix A an orthormal basis (17) is determined by rescaling coefficients c J kj determined in Appendix A. We define the isometrical projection operator C We can extend this construction by taking K ≥ J and defining the isomet-
These are the key objects of our approach which give the prescription how are related to each other for various values of J the (matrix) realizations in
Similarly as in the graded commutative case, we define the space S k of spinor fields with a topological winding number 2k as the odd subspace of the space sH k . Such spinor fields can be expanded as
where f ∈ H k+ . In the space S J k we choose the inner product
where sTr N denotes the supertrace in the space of mappings sF N → sF N .
Now we shall concentrate our attention to the space of mappings S k → S k . 
Such mappings have the form
which was proposed earlier in [11] . This is the simplest odd mapping commuting with the su(2) generators
The spectrum of the free Dirac operator contains:
(ii) and 2|k| zero-modes corresponding to j = |k| − 
For a given k and J = J + 1 2
the free spinor field action we take as
The spinor field space S k is obviously an A-bimodule. The algebra A⊗A 
Thus,
. Consequently, the graded Leibniz rule in A ⊗ A o is satisfied. Obviously, this changes the grading of the mapping.
The charge conjugation J induces in the space S k → S k an automorphism
It is easy to see that the Dirac operator corresponds to an J -odd mapping:
Gauge symmetry
In the commutative case the gauge transformations of the spinor field are given in the following way
where ω is an arbitrary unitary element from H 0 . To guarantee the gauge invariance one should replace the free Dirac operator D 0 by the full Dirac
Here q o is a dimensionless coupling constant related to the usual coupling constant q and the radius r of the sphere in question as q o = qr. The compensating gauge field A transforms inhomogenously under gauge trans-
Since, D 0 already contains the topological (k-monopole) gauge field, the field A is a globally defined gauge field. Such gauge fields can be expressed in terms of the real prepotentials λ ∈ H 0 corresponding to the pure gauge field A (exact 1-form) and σ ∈ H 0 corresponding to the dynamical gauge field A (coexact 1-form). The full Dirac operator can be written in terms of Ω = U QP + + U Q −1 P − with U = exp(iλ) and Q = exp(q o σ). The formula for D can be rewritten as
The square of the Dirac operator has the form
where ∆(Ω) is the Laplace operator on a sphere with the gauge field included, and the field strenght operator F (Ω) is
The differential term takes in S k the constant value q −1 o k and it corresponds to the contribution of the k-monopole, the last term is the field strenght generated by the dynamical field σ.
The pure gauge prepotential λ can be gauged away, and there are no restrictions on it. There are limitations on the dynamical prepotential, since σ enters the Schwinger model field action
which is obviously gauge invariant. Expanding σ into spherical functions
we obtain a contribution to the action proportional to
This is finite provided that
In the noncommutative case we identify the group of gauge transformations with the group of unitary operators ω ∈ H 0 , and we postulate that the spinor fields Ψ ∈ S k transform under gauge transformations as follows
This is an unitary J -invariant mapping in S k . In order to obtain a gauge invariant action we introduce compensating gauge degrees of freedom. We 
where U ∈ H 0 is an unitary operator describing pure gauge degrees of freedom and Q (±) ∈ H 0 are positive operators corresponding to the dynamical gauge degrees (they will be specified below). To any Ω we assign the mapping Ω in S k :
Explicitely, acting byΩ andΩ * on Ψ = f a + ga * ∈ S k we obtaiñ
We take the interacting Dirac operator in the form
Postulating that under gauge transformation
we enjoy the transformation property: DΨ → ωDΨω * .
Formula ( E is an eigenstate of the full Dirac operator to the eigenvalue E, E > 0, then Ψ (−)
E is an eigenstate to the eigenvalue −E. The square of the Dirac operator is an even operator in S k . Similarly as in the commutative case, the square of the Dirac operator can be written as 
where sTr N in the first term denotes the supertrace in the space of mappings sF N → sF N , and sTr In the noncommutative case the dynamical gauge degrees of freedom are described the hermitean operator σ ∈ H 0 possessing an expansion like in (35), however now in terms of a noncommutative analogs of spherical functions:
. . , |m| ≤ j, (see Appendix A). Since, the noncommutative gauge field action approaches in the commutative limit its commutative form we shall assume the asymptotic behaviour (36) for the expansion coefficients too.
We define the operators Q (±) in the Fock space F by their restrictions . The maximal value of N for fixed J and arbitrary |k| ≤ J is 2J. Therefore, it is enough to define the the operators Q (±) N , N ≤ K, for some fixed K > 2J. Namely, we put
where the operators
are defined with the help of isometrical mappings C 
with the truncated subset of coefficients {b j m , j = 0, 1, . . . , K, |m| ≤ j}. Thus, the untruncated modes have the intensities independent on N . The field σ is for us a primary object, whereas Q (±) are secondary ones.
Quantization and fermionic determinant
We quantize the Schwinger model within the path integral approach. First we describe the quantization in the commutative case (for details see [14] ), and then its noncommutative version.
The quantum expectation values of the field functionals P [Ξ] (where Ξ = {Ψ, Ψ * , σ, λ} denotes the collection of all fields in question) are defined by the formula
with the summation over all topological winding numbers κ = 2k and the
The action S[Ξ] is given in ( (47) and is given as
where
is the classical gauge field action and the second term represents the quantum correction defined by the equation
Here C reg k is a field independent regularizating factor and det k D denotes the product of non-zero eigenvalues of D in the sector with topological winding number κ = 2k. The formula derived in [14] reads
The effective action appears in formulas for many important quantities, e.g. the fermionic condensate -the mean value of the field functional (Ψ, Ψ) = dµΨΨ. The simplest way how to calculate it consists in adding a "mass" term m(Ψ, Ψ) to the action and using the formula
There are two equal contributions (Ψ, Ψ) ±1/2 appearing in the numerator in (47) for k = ±1/2.
In the noncommutative case we shall start from the general formula (47),
(the first product comes from the contributions of over zero-modes and is present only for k = 0).
(ii) We restrict σ to F K with some fixed K > 2J. Expanding σ as in (46) with expansion coefficients b
There are no problems with the gauge fixing. The gauge group is isomorphic to SU (K + 1) possessing a finite volume which can be factorized out.
The number of all modes, the dimension of the measure (DΞ)
We rewritte it as a product of two factors. The first one
do not depend on m.
In Appendix B we derived the formula for the rescaling mapping
with a known polynomials S k (∆) in Laplace operator ∆ = X 
The second factor gives with κ = 2k
Eqs. (60) and (61) yields in the limit J → ∞ the well-known expression for the effective action (see e.g. [14] ).
Concluding remarks
In this article we described a noncommutative regularization of the Schwinger model on a noncommutative sphere. We constructed Connes real spectral triple (A, H, D 0 ) supplemented by the the grading Γ and the antilinear isometry J (identified with the chiralitity operator and charge conjugation). An important new aspect with respect to our previous work [10] - [12] lies in the fact that as the spectral algebra A we take an infinitedimensional associative algebra -the even part of the superalgebra B = U(u(2|1)). We have worked within its canonical realization. We gauged the model in a standard way: Ψ → ωΨω * , with ω unitary.
The compensating gauge fields A enter the full Dirac operator which can be
Such a form of D with general A α andĀ α was recently proposed in [17] within supersymmetric extension of the Schwinger model. This formulation 21 contains besides physical fields auxiliary fields. We eliminated them by ex- 
where N = J − k + and using relations
(which are valid for N → ∞ due to the asymptotic behaviour (36)) we obtain in the limit J → ∞ the asymptotic formula
leading sraightforwardly to eq. (60). Denoting κ = 2k we obtain in the limit J → ∞ desired eq. (61).
